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The 4. The inline 6 is also one of Promar's most popular engines. Promar Engine's quality
control is second to none. Promar does not build their engines on an assembly line. We have 1
highly trained technician build your engine from start to finish. Every engine is tested and
inspected by 2 people before it leaves our facility. Some of these steps include:. Lastly, Promar
offers free round-trip shipping to commercial locations within the continental 48 states. We do
not require a core deposit, but we do require your engine core to be returned within 30 days to
validate your warranty. For pricing please use the Engine Search tools above or call us toll free
Select Year Select Make. Select Model. Select Sub Model. Select Engine. All machine work is
performed on fully CNC machines. Cylinders are held to tolerances of. We supply all remaining
gaskets to complete the installation. We also offer a new improved cylinder head casting as well
as the popular TUPY casting upon request Lastly, Promar offers free round-trip shipping to
commercial locations within the continental 48 states. Jeep 4. Fits the following vehicles
American Motors Concord Base 4. Today's Jeep Wrangler has evolved into a four-wheeled
Swiss Army knife, with a range of body styles, powertrains, and capabilities that can be tailored
for nearly any need. The Wrangler can be had with either two or four removable doors, and there
are five engines, two transmissions, three four-wheel-drive systems, and three different
removable top configurations. HIGHS: Powerful and responsive inline-four even without the
electric assist, smart eight-speed automatic, enough configurations to satisfy nearly any needs.
The latest JL-spec Wrangler can play a lot of parts and a sixth, a plug-in-hybrid option called
4xe , is on the way. This is our take on three new optional setups: the non-hybridized
turbocharged 2. With an automatic transmission, all-season tires, and a full-time all-wheel-drive
system, the Unlimited Sahara is about as street-friendly as a Wrangler gets. The engine is
identical to the one in the Ram pickup , featuring a belt-driven motor-generator setup that is
good for 90 extra lb-ft of torque over the engine's standard lb-ft. Combined EPA fuel economy,
at 20 mpg, remains the same with or without the hybrid setup, but the electric-motor assist does
bump the Wrangler's city estimate from 18 to 19 mpg. Compared to a similar Wrangler Unlimited
Sahara we previously tested with the non-electrified V-6, the pound eTorque version weighed an
additional 78 pounds. Surprisingly, the hybrid version needed 7. The performance disadvantage
continued through the quarter-mile; the eTorque's In our hands, the Wrangler averaged 16 mpg
versus 17 mpg in the conventional V-6â€”powered Sahara, but the hybrid did manage to eke out
a 1 mpg advantage on our mph highway test, posting 21 mpg to the nonhybrid V-6's 20 mpg.
LOWS: Hybrid V-6 is slower and barely more efficient, manual-transmission buyers will have to
look elsewhere, upgrading to the EcoDiesel seems like the smartest choice. Behind the wheel,
acceleration feels very similar. The most noticeable difference between the two powertrains is
that the eTorque hybrid system smooths and quickens the V-6's stop-start system. It's also both
quicker and more efficient. The diesel recorded a 6. Previously, the 2. If you're willing to give up
71 lb-ft of torque, you can now get the turbo four without that electric motor. The boosted 2.
Jeep sent us a nonhybrid 2. If that seems like a lot for a two-door Jeep with a four-cylinder
engine, you're not the only one having those thoughts. At pounds, the turbo 2. It might be a little
slower, but it's more than enough acceleration for a Wrangler. It's difficult to detect any
difference between the 2. There's a zingy wheeze when this engine revs up, but there's good
power when it's prodded. As in the V-6, the automatic is programmed to help mask any hint of
turbo lag as the engine revs to its rpm torque peak. We averaged 17 mpg and only 18 mpg on
our mph highway test. There's only so much you can do with World War II aerodynamics and
the Rubicon's knobby all-terrain tires. On those tires, the two-door Wrangler wanders between
the lines in the lightest crosswind. Despite its less than soulful sound, the turbo four's off-idle
responsiveness and overall grunt make it an attractive alternative to the standard V Technically,
the 2. Among the Jeep Wrangler's five currently available powertrains, the standard V-6 is a
solid foundation, and we see little benefit to upgrading to the hybrid version. However, we likely
would splurge on one of the two available 2. We love rowing our own gears, and we want to
Save the Manuals, but the Wrangler's chunky shifter and long-travel clutch pedal aren't sporty
or satisfying, and the Jeep's eight-speed automatic is excellent. The elephant in the Jeep
showroom is the EcoDiesel option. While expensive, it provides a significant fuel-economy
benefit, has plenty of low-end grunt, is fairly subdued and refined, and moves the iconic Jeep
without much effort. Go big or go home. Jeep folks will understand. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Michael Simari Car and Driver.
View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Instrumented Tests. In , it was titled "PowerTech" in the Jeep Cherokee. It is
due to be slowly replaced by the 2. Intake manifold is plastic. Radiator is cooled by a thermostat
controlled electric fan. The 2. The block is basically the same as the 4. The head featured a new

combustion chamber and port design which was later used on the 4. The four-cylinder and V6
shared the same drivetrain components, whereas stronger transmissions were needed for the 4.
The final production year used sequential mulitple-port fuel injection. For comparison, the 4. For
several years, the engine was detuned for the Wrangler; from at least to , it produced
horsepower and ft lbs of torque with 9. Inline four turbodiesel engine provided by Italian
manufacturer VM Motori, owned by Detroit Diesel Corporation, cc, OVH gear driven , push rod, 2
valves per cylinder, indirect injection. Instead of a single head covering all four cylinders, it
featured an independent head for each piston 4 heads , a concept borrowed from VM Motori's
ample experience building marine engines. VM OVH also HR , was the smoothest, most
petrol-like units available at time,and had the highest power pr liter ratio available. None of
these models was immune to the severe overheating issues of this engine. This in-line 4
cylinder diesel motor is produced in Italy by VM Motori. This engine is a newer version of the R
While having the same displacement and bore and stroke, this engine is a different block than
the R This engine is used in the JK Wrangler outside of the U. This engine is often reffered to by
its development codename: Panther. This engine features:. Indeed, if you're looking for power
the hood of a Jeep, look elsewhere. However, with proper tuning and maintenance, the 2. It was
installed in Jeep vehicles with a two-barrel Rochester carburetor. One barrel is a primary while
other is a vacuum-actuated secondary. Many 2. High performance parts, such as camshafts and
aluminum, four-barrel intakes are also available. However, owners shouldn't expect significant
power gains from such hardware. The state of Colorado emissions control web site
recommended installing a PCV valve for the Chevrolet V8 and adjusting the metering rod in the
carburetor primary to keep it from lifting prematurely. The 4. It had the same 3. The first 4. The
Renix also used a very advanced engine knocking sensor, which allowed the computer to know
if detonation was occurring, thus allowing the computer to make the appropriate changes to
prevent this. In the 4. Chrysler also enlarged the throttle body and redesigned the intake and
exhaust manifolds for more efficiency, and the fuel injectors were once again replaced with
higher flowing units. The camshaft profile was also changed. Badging on Jeeps equipped with
this engine read "4. The new cam profile combined with altered computer programming
eliminated the need for an EGR valve and knock sensor, but make the engine more sensitive to
alterations, especially where emissions are concerned. Small changes were made to the
cylinder head for the model year. In , the engine block was redesigned, and a new strengthened
unit was then used. The new block made use of more webbing cast into the block, and a stud
girdle for added rigidity of the crankshaft main bearings. The cylinder head was also again
changed around to a lower flowing, but more emissions friendly, design. Engines installed in
Grand Cherokees carried the Power Tech name, which was subsequently passed on to 4. It is
foreseeable that this engine may be made for many more years in the People's Republic of
China, where a slightly modified version of the XJ Jeep Cherokee with 2. This engine is
considered one of the best offroad engines ever made. The extreme low end torque is ideal for
trailing and rock crawling. The only downfall to the engine is the low power output for mudding
applications but this can be fixed with various aftermarket options including a supercharger for
the engine. The better flowing 4. The longer stroke crankshaft and rods will drop right in the
slightly larger bore 4. Blocks should be sonic checked for adequate cylinder wall thickness
before boring 0. This iron block cubic inch I-6 cyl was introduced in and stayed in the jeep
family until In the CJ's including the CJ-5 were powered with this reliable mill. And finally, In the
YJ Wrangler used the low end tourque and HP from the venerable '6' until the end of when the 4.
When comparing the later 4. The has a cast iron block and cylinder head, hydraulic lifters
non-adjustable rockers , and 7 main bearings. The main strengths of the are it's reliablity, low
cost, low RPM horsepower and torque peaks, and serviceability. It's biggest weakness is the
Carter Carb. Some continued well after the merger in Jeep vehicles until Mason desired to
negotiate a merger between Nash, Hudson, Studebaker and Packard. Initially he had a verbal
agreement with Packard that the two companies would supply parts for each other when
practical. These were supplied with Packard "Ultramatic" automatic transmissions - exclusively.
AMC sent Packard some parts bids, but were rejected as too expensive. An incensed George
Mason ordered his engineering department to develop an in-house V8 as soon as possible. The
engineering department hired David Potter, a former Kaiser Continental engineer, to come in
and help develop AMC's first non-inline engine. Potter had previously been involved with a V8
plan for Kaiser, but both Nash and Hudson design elements can be seen in the design. From
drawing board to full production in just under 18 months was an engineering feat in itself. All
these engines are externally identical, weigh in at lbs only 26 lbs more that the famed '55 small
block Chevy , and feature a high quality forged steel crankshaft, connecting rods in a very rigid
"Hudson X" style crank gallery, a Nash style shaft mounted rocker arm system and an excellent
lubrication system that serves as a model of oiling system design theory. Engine displacement

was varied by bore dimension to reduce tooling costs and streamline the manufacturing
process. The has a 3. Bore size is cast on the top of the block near the back of the right bank
cylinder head. These cars had the top of the line model trim, but were built on the shorter
wheelbase Statesman and Wasp models hence the "Special" name. A V-8 then became an
option in the Classic instead of a separate model. By US auto industry convention, the V8
engine was a controversial design for manufacturers who held to the merits of inline 8 engine
construction, such as Nash, Hudson and Chevrolet. But for consumer percieved charisma,
potential benefits of increased power to weight ratio and reduced overall height for future body
shell designs among other issues, the V8 engine became all the rage in the early fifties. The
AMC Rambler V8's displacements reflect the similar displacements of the previously popular
inline 8s as well as the quite similar displacements offered by the competition. When the was
dropped in , there was no V-8 option for Rambler models other than the top of the line
Ambassador. Dealers complained, so the was introduced as an option for the "mid size"
Rambler. Like the , it used hydraulic valve lifters. Only 2V models were produced, there were no
4V options from the factory as this was the economy model V The was produced through Unlike
the , the came with hydraulic valve lifters. This engine debuted in a special edition Rambler
Rebel of which only were made. All had silver paint with a gold-anodized "spear" on each side.
This was to be the first electronic fuel injected EFI production engine, but teething problems
with the Bendix "Electrojector" unit meant that only a few engineering and press cars were built,
estimated to be no more than six units. However, at least two regular production Rebels with
EFI were known to have been built. It was the second fastest car on the beach, bested only by a
Chevrolet Corvette with mechanical fuel injection, and only by a couple tenths of a second. The
EFI was rated at hp, and the production 4V carbureted model at hp. All the EFI cars were
reportedly converted to 4V carb before being sold; none are known to have existed outside the
engineering department at AMC. The main problem was that vacuum tube and early transistor
electronics just could not keep up with the demands of "on the fly" engine controls. The was
not available in any other Rambler models in beside the Special Edition Rebel. The Nash
Ambassador and Hudson Hornet "Special" models were dropped after , replaced by standard
wheelbase models with the V-8 instead of the V When the big Nash and Hudson cars were
dropped after , they were replaced by the "Ambassador by Rambler" â€” a stretched Rebel
Rambler V-8 with the V-8 instead of the The was exclusive to the Ambassador line, and could
not be ordered in a Rebel or Classic. The was also sold to Kaiser Motors from to for use in the
early Wagoneers and the Gladiator pick-ups. Kaiser switched to Buick s in to power these
vehicles. It was during this time that AMC released their newer V8 engine which appears to be a
near copy of Buick's original V6 design, but with two more cylinders added on to the rear of the
engine. AMC went on to purchase Kaiser's automotive operations and about that time the V6
factory was sold back again to Buick. The cid AMC V8 debuted in ' A version debuted in '67,
having a larger bore with the same crank and rods. Four barrel versions of the and were named
"Typhoon " and "Typhoon ". The typhoon name alludes to AMC's nearest competitor Chrysler
who was threatening the entire US auto industry with the release of a full production turbine
engine, whereas the names "Typhoon" and "Turbine" are similar subliminal word pictures
which suggest a similar turning motion. All three engine sizes , , and share the same basic
block design â€” the different displacements are achieved through various bore and stroke
combinations. All blocks share the same external measurements and thus can be swapped
easily. They did share some electrical parts starter and distributor with Fords, and some models
used Motorcraft Ford carburetors, but the engine design is totally different. Other than that, this
engine is vastly different from the GEN-1 model. The GEN-2 is closer to the physical size of US
made small-block V-8s except for the bore centers, which are the same as some big-block
engines. It was used exclusively in the American model the first year some reports indicate a
few late production Classics had s substituted for s, but that hasn't been substantiated. These
engine blocks were unchanged through The head used during this time are the so-called
rectangle port, named after their exhaust port shape. The heads use smaller valves, 1. The and
AMX used the same larger valve heads, 2. It was built from through It has a 3. This version had a
The engine became so popular that the option was cancelled for the '69 AMC Rebel for
production capacities. Bore is 4. Maximum factory recommended overbore is only 0. Engine bay
of a Javelin with a Ram Air V8In , all three blocks grew in deck height and gained a new head
design. The stroke and deck height on the and was increased by 0. The AMX remained at the
same displacement by using a special rod and piston for this year only. It is believed that AMC
kept the this last year due to the reputation it had garnered in the two seater AMX, which was
discontinued after In the was stroked by 0. The other change in was the switch to the dog-leg
heads. There are two reasons for the flow increase: First, the area of the port is larger, due to
the dog leg. Second, the shape of the port floor was changed from a concave to a convex curve.

The concave floor tended to bend the exhaust flow upwards which caused turbulence when the
flow was forced to go down into the exhaust manifolds. By switching to a convex floor the
curvature of the flow starts in the head and proceeds much more smoothly into the exhaust
manifold resulting in less turbulence and better flow. The intakes can be interchanged by
slotting the bolt holes, but the added deck height of the GEN-3 engine means that sealing and
port match will be compromised. GEN-3 intakes can be machined to fit GEN-2 engines by
surface grinding the intake flanges by a machine shop and slotting the center holes. There is a
persistent myth about mid "" or "" AMC heads. These heads have the dog-leg exhaust ports and
cc combustion chambers. They are commonly identified by the first three or last three for the
heads; used a different casting digits of the casting number. There was a US auto industry wide
shift to lower compression ratios in mid , so AMC increased combustion chamber size to cc.
The first three digits of the casting number on the large chamber heads are , , or depending on
year. The early heads are not "the best" AMC heads as many have come to believe. They will
raise compression on a later engine with no other changes, but if building an engine get the
proper pistons for the desired ratio. There is no reason to search out these relatively hard to
find, and more expensive when found, heads for performance. It was the last AMC V-8 to be
manufactured. It was used exclusively in Jeep J-series Trucks , Jeep Wagoneer models from ,
Cherokee from to , and Grand Wagoneer from 84 to This muscle car engine was rated at hp kW
due to a different intake. Production only lasted one year before it was stroked to become the
Like its GEN-2 cousin, the maximum factory recommended overbore is only 0. In it was rated at
hp. It was last produced in It was used exclusively in full size Jeeps Like the , the 's crankshaft
and connecting rods are forged steel. Like the , factory recommended overbore is only 0. This is
a casting same casting number without the displacement cast into the side and with a bore and
thicker deck. A dealer could stock one or two blocks to use for warranty replacement. It was
also sold as a heavy duty racing block, which is speculated to be the real reason it was
produced in the first place. It appeared in in time for the Trans-Am racing season. Those
received standard or engines. The 5. It has a cast-iron engine block and cylinder heads, with a
overhead valve configuration consisting of 16 valves controlled by hydraulic lifters and
aluminum pushrods. The intake manifold is known as a beer-barrel design due to it's high rise.
The fuel delivery system is a tuned-port design utilizing a common fuel rail. It holds 6 quarts of
oil and aproximately 3. The engine is rated at horses and ft-lbs of torque. It is a modern
powerplant that produces an impressive horsepower and lb-ft of torque. In order to boost fuel
economy, the engine utilizes Multiple-Displacement-System MDS which deactivates four of the
eight cylinders when they are not needed. Chrysler has developed another modern Hemi, this
time at 6. The displacement is cubic inches 6, cc. The engine is bored-out to 4. The engine block
is different, with revised coolant channels and oil jets to cool the pistons. A forged crankshaft,
lighter pistons, and strengthened connecting rods add durability. A new cast aluminum intake
manifold is tuned for high-RPM power and does not include variable-length technology.
Chrysler's Multi-Displacement System is not used. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Jeep Wiki. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It continued to be used through in the
Wrangler. It is basically a stroked engine. The great thing about this engine is it reliable,
inexpensive, and has horse power and toque peaks at low RPM. The inline 6 I6 engine always
came from the factory carbureted any many people complain about the Carter BBD carburetor
and the maze of emmissions vacuum hoses. There are a couple articles below that can help you
sort through those hoses and tune the Carter BBD. For a carbureted engine, the with the Carter
BBD performs very well off road. The always came with a cast iron block and cylinder head,
hydraulic lifters with non-adjustable rockers , and 7 main bearings. It is very simlar to the used
in ''86 CJs, but performance suffers due to emmission controls. The computer controls mixture
based on an O2 sensor and other sensors. The used in ''81 CJs, some used a 1bbl carb and
some used a 2bbl carb. The used in ''78 CJs, J-series pickups, and Wagoneers, some used a
1bbl carb and lower compression than later s. Learning to Love Your : An easy fix for the most
common idle problems with the 4. Leave a Comment: Name: Are you Human? Not a Spam Bot
Comments:???? Problem is the guy I bought the jeep from butchered all the emission stuff and
allot of vacum lines have bolts or their just loose and open. The control module next to the
battery was tested and they said it did not work right. The 2. Although the new family is based
on previous "World Gas Engine", the new 2. For extra rigidity, there is a lightweight, aluminum
ladder frame between the engine block and the steel sandwich-type design oil pan. Engineers
added rotating balance shafts into the bottom of the 2. The engine bottom also includes a
forged, steel crankshaft, powder-forged steel connecting rods, and lightweight aluminum
pistons with polymer-coated piston skirts. Piston pins are full floating with hard carbon
diamond-like coatings. This engine is equipped with oil squirters that spray oil on the bottom of

the pistons for reducing temperature. On top of the block, there is an aluminum valve cylinder
head with a single, chain-driven camshaft and the electro-hydraulic MultiAir II system developed
by Fiat. The MultiAir is variable valve timing and lift technology controlled by electro-hydraulic
valve actuators. The exhaust valves are actuated by the camshaft through polished shimless
mechanical buckets. On the intake side, each cylinder has the intake cam lobe, which acts on a
roller finger follower. A finger follower actuates a piston which has a lash adjuster and a
hydraulic brake. This piston pushes oil through a solenoid into the valve assembly. When the
solenoid is open, the valve disconnected from the cam and shuts under the pressure applied by
the valve spring. When the solenoid is closed, the valves follow a cam profile as in a traditional
engine. This is how the MultiAir system controls valve timing and valve lift and optimizes the
engine for both fuel economy and performance. The cylinder head is covered by an aluminum
headcover. The engine uses a traditional multiport fuel injection system and coil-on-plug
ignition with dual precious-metal spark plugs. The intake manifold made of plastic, and it's
covered by an acoustic cover to reduce noise. The Tigershark is equipped with a two-stage
oil-pressure relief system, which maintains an optimal oil pressure and reduces engine-oil
pumping loads at the same time. As was mention above, the MultiAir system operates using
engine oil. In this case, an oil viscosity, quality, and its condition are very important aspects for
the 2. So far, the main problem for this engine is, yes, oil consumption. More pronounced oil
consumption happens with short runs, but it is not always the major factor. The engine has
some issues with piston rings that allegedly don't work properly with the cylinders. By the way,
FCA dealerships tell this explanation for their customers about what is related to oil
consumption problems. One more weak point is the MultiAir system. Dirty oil can plug its oil
channels and solenoids, and this system will fail. Otherwise, the engine does not raise
questions. Perhaps it is a bit noisy, but of course, it does not affect the durability or longevity.
Keep an eye on oil level, change it even more frequently than the manual says, and the 2. Home
Chrysler 2. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder
head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm.
Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing
order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. Discussion in '
Shiny Things ' started by worldrider , Nov 17, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the
YouTube Video. Jeep Wrangler with 4. I'm looking at a Jeep Wrangler. It's right down the road
and its too good of a deal to pass up.. It's got a new paint job. The main thing I'm worried about
is the motor. It's the carb'd 4. Any reviews? Any things to look for when I take a look at it
tomorrow? Thanks in advance, Andrew. No responses? Is everyone in the PUI thread? Mambo
Dave , Nov 17, Joined: Oct 7, Oddometer: 20, Location: 11 ft. Number one - it goes against what
most non-car-business people think, but never pay more for a repainted vehicle than you would
for the same used vehicle without a paint job. It may look good to you, but unless it was
meticulously done by a guy who restored it from the ground up, it detracts from the value. I've
heard nothing but good things about the I6's in It's an engine design that is just more balanced
throughout, so they tend to last a long time. But it's a Jeep, so you know the electrical issues
they have. RedRocker , Nov 17, Joined: Sep 26, Oddometer: 6, Location: N. Great engine, don't
care for the carb off road, but they have plenty of torque and are plenty stout. I have had 2
wranglers with the 4. Bulletproof motors and easy to work on. They produce good power and
have plenty of torque. I put over , miles on my last one with no major problems. Carbs can
sometimes cause problems but are pretty cheap and I did replace one took all of an hour. They
were replaced with the 4. Sounds good! I just want something to tool around with! Can't wait to
take a look at it! Keep the responses coming. ADV Sponsors. Jeffy , Nov 17, OK engine. Not
great on HP but lots of torque. The engine's nickname was actually "High Torque". About hp
and lbs-ft. The emissions of the 90's is it's downfall. Lots of vacuum lines. Things to watch out
for. Vacuum lines galore! The front axle is actuated by vacuum from the engine. There's a
switch on the transfer case that goes to the front axle. Make sure that works. The transmission
for the 4. It's OK for a stock Jeep but are known to be a weak point. Make sure there isn't rust in
the windshield frame. They tend to rust out where in the lower corners where the class meets
the frame as well as in the lower center part where the clip holds the plastic seal together. Also
check the rear frame and body mounts as they sometimes rust out. Feel up in the rear wheel
wells where the seam is. They tend to rust out from the inside of the wheel well out. If you can
lower the windshield. The instrument panel usually rusts out as water leaks from the cowl seal.
Look up behind the dash and see if you can see signs of rust on the backside of the instrument
panel. The instrument panel is the metal part that all the plastic bolts onto. If you open the door
and look at the speaker, that's the instrument panel. KLboxeR , Nov 18, Check the frame for
rust. It can be pretty extensive. Also check the brake lines as they can rust out badly. Grreatdog
, Nov 18, And rusted out brake lines. I lost my brakes from that and so did my brother. Bueller ,

Nov 18, You might want to check and see if the brake lines rusted. Another thing, sometimes the
brake lines can rust. Joined: Feb 2, Oddometer: Location: 77 7's in a row. The worst part about
those rigs are the brake lines rusting Ruffus , Nov 18, Motors are good, main thing I'd look at
would be a rusted out frame. Mambo Dave , Nov 18, McB , Nov 18, OHV, undertressed, torque
from somewhere below idle speed on up. I had a couple. The '76 J had lifter noise that I learned
was common. It was easily fixed with some replacement part that I don't exactly remember, but
was cheap and a quick bolt on with the valve cover off. I remember the Jeep 'purists' screaming
about the 4. For a couple of years you could get either one in a Wrangler. Range Motorsport ,
Nov 18, Took a look at it yesterday and it just wasn't for me. There were too a couple problems I
didn't feel like dealing with on my end. Parking, insurance, mods etc Still a heck of a deal. If
anyones looking for one and is interested I could send you some pics and the guys info. Thanks
for the help! You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna
be. My password: Forgot your password? Forum Rules. Actuators AllVapeBrands. Reader
Rides. Thread: Six Cylinder 4. Six Cylinder 4. This engine produced gobs of torque, was reliable,
and inexpensive. The carburetor Carter BBD that was chosed for this system, and it soon
became very unpopular. It used a pulse air system that was a mess of air hoses. Re: Six
Cylinder 4. Ended up with a much better running engine and a garbage can full of useless hoses
and emmisions control junk. Prior to that they had their own small pattern and '71 is the only
year for s with the small pattern they lived on in Industrial use and Postal trucks a few years
more In '71 the block was made taller for a longer stroke. The is the early with a longer stroke.
The '71 up is a with longer stroke. They did the same thing with the V8 motors. The had 2 other
relatives besides the In Mexico they had a and a made by making the bore larger new block. I
have the I I we
2013 bmw 335i owners manual
ford econoline wiring diagrams
2006 cadillac escalade parts
nt witrh the offenhauser intake mani, Holly truck avenger I jetted it down to about pacesetter
headers with magna flo exhaust. It now runs like a raped ape I love it! Join Date Nov Posts Join
Date Jan Posts 1. I noticed TerryMason posted specs for auto and manual trannies for that
engine. Does anyone happen to know what automatic transmission bolts to that. I have a
Wrangler YJ. Transmission went out and all i am finding are manuals. Any info would be great! I
have a and my buddy has a Both are automatics and both have the same trans. I had done some
research last year and this is the one that was listed. Used mostly by Chrysler in medium sized
trucks and jeep. Forum related. Join thousands of other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler
problems and more. You'll be able to meet friends, as well as get help repairing and upgrading
your Jeep. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Log in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your
Password? Don't have an account yet? Click below to see the Vacuum curve.

